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Contents of APIP

- Policies
- Good Practices
- Statistics
- Action Plans

Member economy A
Member economy B
Member economy C
Member economy D

APIP website http://www.apip-apec.com/
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- Contents of APIP (Policies)
  - Social Factors Affecting Food Security
    - Bio-energy policies
    - Bio-safety
    - Forestry management
    - Agricultural investment
  - Food Security Policies
    - Laws & Policies
    - Support measures for farming & rural areas
    - Food reserve policies/mechanisms
  - Climate Change Policies
  - Policies for Agribusiness Environment
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- Contents of APIP (Good Practices)
  - Expanding Food Supply Capacity
    - Cooperation among APEC economies
    - Cooperation with non-APEC economies
    - Technology transfer
    - Sustainable use of fisheries resources
    - Reducing food losses
  - Enhancing Disaster Preparedness
    - Prevention & control of transboundary animals & plant diseases
    - Disaster prevention & mitigation in agriculture
    - Support measures for farming & rural areas in times of disaster
  - Usage & Management of Water Resources
    - Usage of water resource & farmers-participatory irrigation management
  - Improvement of Agribusiness Environment
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Contents of APIP (Good Practices – continued)

- Good Practices
  - Research & Studies
    - Research on global warming and food security
    - Training on agricultural research for researchers in developing economies
    - Capacity building workshop on agricultural biotechnology
    - Research on sustainable food production under climate change
  - Development & Promotion of Rural Areas
    - Workshop, exchange program, joint research program to promote the consumption of local agricultural products
    - Pro-poor agricultural technology choices
    - Coalition of the rural poor, and strategic thrusts
    - Rural women-led new business
  - Facilitation of Food & Agricultural Trade
  - Enhancement of Food Chain & Improvement of Food Safety Practice
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Contents of APIP (Statistics)

- Statistics
  - Natural Phenomenon
  - Energy
  - Starvation and Poverty
  - Food Security Information
  - Food Prices
  - Food Supply & Demand
  - Agricultural Infrastructure
  - Agricultural Resources
  - Production & Trade
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Contents of APIP (Action Plan)

- Measures, results and success...
- Current situation of implementation of Action Plan
- Future plans...

Information Sources

- Policies
- Good Practices
- Statistics
- Action Plan

Member Economies

International & Organizations
FAO, OIE, UNEP, IPCC, IEA, IMF, ADRC, ASEAN...
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Structure of APIP website

- There are two APIP accounts. One is for the host Economies and the other is for APIP Administrator.
- Administrator has a role to check and approve the information that each economy submits or uploaded.
- Each economy can have an account to edit their information by themselves.
- These categories are at the top of information. The number of this categories are limited.
- We can increase sub categories at this level if you need.
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“Search by Economy” Top Page

Link to the each Economy information
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“Search by Category” Top Page

Link to the each topic, such as:
--Good Practices
--Policies
--Statistics
--Action Plan
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We welcome your information on Food Security by Words/PDF files
Share and send your information to apip@murc.jp, megumi_kakizaki@nm.maff.go.jp
You can tentatively try to upload your info through the web, http://www.apip-apec.com/

Further Development of APIP

- Accumulation of information
- User interface improvement
- Link to relevant sites/DBs

Initial Data Base Structure

- 2011: Phase I
- 2012: Phase II
- 2013: Phase III

What more?

We are here!

Please feel free to ask us: apip@murc.jp, megumi_kakizaki@nm.maff.go.jp
Third Workshop on Food Security

Details
- Target date: 25-27 September 2012
- 2 day workshop and 1 day excursion
- Held at IINO Hall & Conference Center, Tokyo

Discuss about
- Follow up for Second Food Security Ministerial and related meetings in Kazan
- How we can improve Information Platform
- Other implementation of Niigata Action Plan

Thank you for your attention!!

More details, please contact following:
MURC: apip@murc.jp
Ms. Kakizaki: megumi_kakizaki@nm.maff.go.jp